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Modelling the boundaries of project fast-tracking

Abstract
Fast-tracking a project involves carrying out sequential activities in parallel, partially
overriding their original order of precedence, to reduce the overall project duration. The current
predominant mathematical models of fast-tracking are based on the concepts of activity
sensitivity, evolution, dependency and, sometimes, information exchange uncertainty, and aim
to determine optimum activity overlaps. However, these models require some subjective inputs
from the scheduler and most of them neglect the merge event bias.
In this paper, a stochastic model for schedule fast-tracking is proposed. Relevant
findings highlight the existence of a pseudo-physical barrier that suggests that the possibility
of shortening a schedule by more than a quarter of its original duration is highly unlikely. The
explicit non-linear relationship between cost and overlap has also been quantified for the first
time. Finally, manual calculations using the new model are compared with results from a
Genetic Algorithm through a case study.

Keywords
Concurrent engineering; scheduling; fast-tracking; activity crashing; schedule
compression; activity overlap
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1. Introduction
Fast-tracking involves performing activities, initially viewed as sequential, in parallel
by overlapping their execution. It is considered to be one of the three most common schedule
compression or acceleration techniques, along with activity “crashing” and activity
“substitution” [1]. However, unlike activity crashing and substitution, which generally increase
project costs directly, activity overlapping is thought to increase project risk due to an increase
in the potential for change and/or rework [2,3] which can lead to increased costs.
The first papers describing the implementation of fast-tracking practices in construction
projects were written by Ruby (1978) and Baker and Boyd (1983). Ruby described how
“phased construction”, as it was previously called, could significantly shorten plant
construction projects by allowing an early start for certain long lead time project phases. Baker
and Boyd noted all the challenges for successful fast-tracking of a Nuclear Power Plant
construction project in the Gulf States. In this project, construction costs amounted to one
million US dollars per extra day of execution.
Numerous publications analysing the practical considerations for implementation of
fast-tracking practices in a number of settings have been published since then. Some examples
include: construction of oil pools [6], automobile instrument panel development [7], subsea
tieback pipeline projects [8], surface water conversion systems to reduce groundwater usage
[9], fluid catalytic cracking plant revamps [10], installation of spectrographs in astronomy
observatories [11], etc. These papers discuss the varied challenges and repercussions of a
shortened schedule in a real context.
Hence, it is clear from all of these studies that fast-tracking is not risk-free, and
overlapping dependent activities can negatively impact project performance and has the
potential to raise project costs [12]. Indeed, recent reviews of large scale pipeline projects have
shown that fast-tracking during the construction stage doubles the probability of project failure,
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and concurrent design (fast tracking during the engineering phase) multiplies risk by a factor
of four [13].
This is also probably why fast-tracking has attracted interest from an organisational
point of view too. In this regard, several studies have examined how team coordination, the
flow of information (including feedback loops) and some organisational structures can hamper
or facilitate the implementation of fast-tracking practices [7,14–17].
From the mathematical point of view, a number of models have been developed to
analyse activity overlapping and concurrent engineering. As these models are highly relevant
to this study, they will be discussed separately in the literature review.
With regards scheduling algorithms and computational methods, Genetic Algorithms
(GA) have been used most frequently in fast-tracking computer applications by researchers as
they provide quicker and more accurate solutions in comparison with other non-linear
optimisation methods [18–21]. Mixed Integer Linear and Non-Linear programming models
[1], mixed algorithmic approaches (e.g. [22,23]), and other heuristic methods [2] have also
been used. However, these latter methods have more commonly been applied to the
simultaneous implementation of two or three time–cost trade-off techniques (crashing,
overlapping and substitution), and have normally required simplifying assumptions such as a
linear relationship between cost and overlapping, the independence of overlapping and
crashing, single path scenarios, etc. Finally, branch and bound algorithms have also been
developed and have proven to be particularly effective when fast-tracking resource-constrained
schedules [24,25].
The current research attempts to make a contribution to the area of fast-track modelling
by proposing a novel stochastic activity overlapping model. The model captures the type of
information used by most previous models and algorithms, but employs an alternative
parametrisation that allows for the use of simpler explicit expressions without any loss of
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generality. New project-level insights will be provided concerning the relationship between
predecessor(s)–successor overlap times, costs and the probability (risk) of an unsuccessful
overlap. A case study will be used to compare manually calculated results from this model with
those from a Genetic Algorithm. The difficulties of fast-tracking a project from a mathematical
point of view will be considered in the Discussion, and a summary of the findings and model
limitations will be presented in the Conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1.Literature review
The literature discussing the implications of overlapping and rework in product
development and construction projects is plentiful [26]. Recently, Dehghan and Ruwnapura
[27] and Dehghan et al. [20] presented a thorough review of the current and previous fasttracking models for both product development and project design and execution. This review
makes no attempt to be as comprehensive, but instead focuses on identifying the most wellknown models and highlighting their major contributions and limitations. The models will be
reviewed in chronological order; their most significant contributions are highlighted in Figure
1.
Dehghan et al. (2010-2015) [19,20,27,38]

Most advanced trade-off model of activity overlapping

Bogus et al. (2011) [35]
First comprehensive computer algorithms implementation

Ramadan et al. (2011) [34]
Model of exchange of dependency information btw activities

Krishnan et al. (1997) [28]

First fast-tracking mechanism model

Khoueiry et al. (2012, 2013) [26,37]

First optimisation model including binary overlap outcomes

Nicoletti and Nicolò (1998) [29]

First model of information flows between activities

Srour et al. (2013) [36]

Peña-Mora and Li (2001) [30]

Dependency Structure Matrix model

First probabilistic treatment of activity overlaps

Cho and Hastak (2013) [21]

Bogus et al. (2005, 2006) [31-32]
& Blacud et al. (2009) [33]

First Genetic Algorithms implementations in Construction

Gwak et al. (2016) [39]

Empirical studies on activity
sensitivity and evolution

1997

1999

2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

Latest algorithmic implementation

2011

2013

2015

2017

Figure 1: Timeline of major contributions to project fast-tracking research since 1997.
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One of the first mathematical models of fast-tracking was published by Krishnan et al.
in 1997 [28]. Their model focused on the activity-to-activity attributes of sensitivity (how
quickly a predecessor activity releases information) and evolution (how quickly a successor
activity progresses). Based on these concepts, they developed a model that, despite its
simplicity, constituted the first good representation of the fast-tracking mechanism. The model
proposed in this paper also includes the potential for incorporating different activity
sensitivities and evolutions, but uses an alternative parametrisation.
In 1998, Nicoletti and Nicolò [29] developed a first decision support tool that modelled
the information flows between activities in order to identify which activities should be
overlapped and to what extent. The biggest limitation (simplification) of their model was that
it assumed project completion time was not critical, which is not generally true. They did,
however, include similar concepts to activity sensitivity and evolution, and managed to
incorporate them into a complete project schedule for the first time.
Three years later, in 2001, Peña-Mora and Li [30] developed a dynamic planning and
control methodology by integrating axiomatic design, concurrent engineering, the graphical
evaluation and review technique (GERT) and system dynamics modelling. The major
contribution of this work was the inclusion of a probabilistic view of activity overlaps. The
main limitation of their model is that it can only be applied to pairs of activities. The model
proposed here makes use of a similar probabilistic approach, but can be applied to complete
schedules.
Between 2005 and 2009, Bogus et al. and Blacud et al. [31–33], contributed to the study
of activity evolution and sensitivity through a series of expert interviews. They identified the
aspects which make an activity more or less sensitive or make it evolve to a greater or lesser
extent. Their studies took the first steps to translating the information gathered from real project
contexts into inputs for mathematical models. However, their eminently qualitative approach
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still require further research efforts before those contributions can be translated into fully
quantitative models like the one proposed here.
Ramadan et al. in 2011 [34] developed a methodology for capturing and quantifying
the exchange of dependency information between pairs of activities once it is known how
sensitive they are and how they evolve. These attributes are indirectly accommodated in the
model here as part of Risk which is related to the probability of achieving a successful overlap.
Following on from their previous studies on activity-to-activity sensitivity and
evolution, Bogus et al. [35] implemented, still in 2011, one of the first comprehensive computer
algorithms for optimising overlaps in complete schedules. This algorithm used Monte Carlo
simulations to predict different discrete outcomes for each activity to obtain a more accurate
understanding of the probability of rework. Monte Carlo simulations are also used in the model
proposed here to estimate project duration.
In 2013, Cho and Hastak [21] developed one of the first Genetic Algorithms for fasttracking dependent activities in construction projects. The main limitation of their model was
that it considered projects with a single chain of critical activities. However, they were among
the first researchers to consider compressing a schedule with multi-predecessor activities.
In the same year, Srour et al. [36] used the Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) to
improve the way dependent and interdependent relationships between activities are
represented. Their approach had several advantages; for example, the DSM was able to
represent (backward) feedback loops between activities. They also proposed a generic
compression algorithm. However, in their work, dependencies between activities were
eventually modelled based on subjective input from expert interviews. It is thus unclear from
their work how risks from activity overlapping could be quantified for other project contexts.
In 2012 and 2013, Khoueiry et al. [26,37] developed another optimisation model for
fast-tracking construction activities by calculating the probability of rework and its impact.
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This model was possibly the first to include successful/unsuccessful overlap probabilities. The
downside of this non-linear model was that it relied on the evaluation of multiple integral
expressions for each overlap, making it impractical for implementation with a real project.
From 2010 to 2015, other group of researchers represented by Dehghan et al. [19,20,38]
and Dehghan and Ruwanpura [27] have been among the most active researchers in the field of
fast-track modelling. Over time, they have developed the most advanced trade-off model of
overlapping and rework and have proposed Genetic Algorithms capable of handling multi-path
networks. Their model also considers the potential for a cascade of overlaps between activities,
multi-predecessor overlaps and several kinds of activity dependencies (i.e. finish to start (FS),
start to start (SS), finish to finish (FF), and start to finish (SF)). The major limitations of their
model as originally presented were: it handles the rework time extensions as deterministic
duration values; rework durations are assumed to be linearly dependent on overlap durations;
and both rework durations and cost functions require subjective input from the scheduler. The
model presented later will propose alternative methods to address the first two limitations and
reduce the need for the third.
In 2016, Gwak et al. [39] recently published an “exact” time–cost trade-off
computational method to identify the optimum global overlaps between critical activities. It
constitutes the latest and most computationally efficient algorithmic implementation of
schedule fast-tracking to date. The proposed algorithm is capable of expeditiously finding the
exact overlaps between critical activities, while approximately computing the probabilities of
completing the fast-tracked project on time and/or on budget. However, the limitations of this
model are: it offers two pre-set activity sensitivity and evolution levels which the scheduler
subjectively chooses; the maximum overlap limits are also subjective; the cumulative
probabilities of activity overlaps do not converge to 1; for the multi-predecessor case,
probabilities are simply added instead of the predecessors being considered as simultaneous
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independent events; rework durations are not treated stochastically; and it is unclear how the
proposed algorithm identifies the cheapest combination of overlapping activities from different
paths when there are several critical paths.
Finally, there has been some recent research on identifying and prioritising best practice
[40] and developing first readiness assessment techniques [41] for faster fast-tracking or flashtracking. Despite the fact that this area lacks mathematical models similar to those which have
been developed for fast-tracking, it shows promise as an area for future research.

2.2.Model hypotheses and assumptions
It is commonly accepted that fast-tracking (or concurrent engineering) means carrying
out in parallel, or partially overlapping, two or more activities from a project’s critical path (or
critical paths, if there are more than one). This entails to some extent overriding their original
precedence relationships.
However, if we assume that a project schedule has been carefully considered and that
any precedence relationships have been established for a reason, the maximum overlap of a
particular activity with its immediate predecessor(s) should be equal to the duration the shortest
predecessor. In other words, unless additional measures (normally involving additional costs)
are implemented, theoretically, activities cannot be overlapped to the extent that a successor
would start earlier than its predecessor(s), as could potentially occur when a successor’s
duration exceeds its predecessor’s duration. This assumption is in line with previous fasttracking models [20,27,39].
Similarly, no successor activity should be allowed to end earlier than its predecessor.
This could occur when a predecessor’s duration is longer than its successor’s and the latter
could in effect end up nested within the former. In this case, there would be a clear violation
(as opposed to a partial override) of the associated precedence relationship. This assumption is
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also included in most of the recent fast-track models in order to keep the network logic intact
[20,26,27,37]. A tighter limit (less overlap) can be introduced, however, if there are other
constraints, for example shared resources, space or material handling, between predecessors
and their successors [39].
It is clear then, that there are limits to the overlap achievable, either precedence-related
or imposed by the scheduler for technical reasons, and that unless special ad-hoc arrangements
are made, the maximum overlap achievable will correspond to either the duration of the
successor or the predecessor, whichever is the least.
Concerning the monetary aspects, though, there is still uncertainty about how best to
model the costs associated with fast-tracking activities [37]. So far, it has only been agreed that
the cost of fast-tracking is proportional to the cost of rework, and that the latter is proportional
to the overlap. However, the proportions attributed to overlap and rework, or the probability of
rework, are not clear. Some researchers have assumed a linear relationship between cost and
overlap [20,27,37], and some exponential [26] or polynomial [39], but these choices have
normally been based on subjective assumptions.
The model presented here takes a different approach. It is undeniable that there is an
increase in the risk of needing to redo work corresponding to successor activities being brought
forward and being overlapped with their predecessors. Rework implies there is an extra cost
from repeating the fraction of the successor activity that has been overlapped and the possibility
of having to re-start the successor activity at its original start date when the overlap causes
unforeseen problems.
Fast-tracking is thus a double-edged sword: if all goes well, the Project Manager can
shorten the project duration and there is no additional cost of rework; if not, the Project
Manager will incur extra costs for rework and the successor activities will end up starting when
originally planned (i.e. the project will cost more and there will be no schedule compression).
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In the extreme, either a successor activity will be successfully overlapped, i.e. start
earlier and incur no extra cost, or the successor will end as originally planned and an additional
cost will be incurred corresponding to the fraction of the activity that was overlapped and
needed to be redone. What it is very unlikely is that there is only one possible outcome and the
duration of the “rework” is deterministic, i.e. the successor has a “new duration” which is the
sum of its previous duration plus the duration of the estimated rework, but as it started earlier
it will normally finish earlier as well (except when the rework duration is too long and/or too
expensive, causing the overlap not to be time and/or cost-effective). This deterministic
scenario, however, is what all previous research, with the exception of Peña-Mora and Li
(2001), have assumed so far; and, maybe because of this oversimplification, it has been argued
that fast-tracked projects are less predictable with regards their cost, time and quality [7,42,43].
Hence almost all previous models have calculated rework as the average duration
extension after a negative overlap outcome (for example, a miscommunication of information
between a predecessor and its successor). However, as stated previously, those average
duration extensions (or rework) will not generally happen. Even if the schedule was assumed
to be deterministic initially, there are now two stochastic outcomes for the overlapping
activities: successful overlap and unsuccessful overlap. The schedule compression will
therefore needed to be calculated using Stochastic Network Analysis (SNA) techniques. If not,
due to the merge event bias [44,45], the actual project duration could be underestimated due to
the influence of non-critical paths. Fortunately, merge event bias does not affect activity costs
that, unlike project duration and compression, can be accurately represented by their average
values due to their summative nature.
Therefore, concerning cost, a deterministic approach is reasonable. For instance, if the
risk associated with the fast-track of an activity with a normal cost of 1,000$ is 50%, the cost
of fast-tracking that activity would be on average 1,000×0.5=500$. Concerning time, however,
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the model proposed here diverges from previous conceptions. For the sake of simplicity, let us
first reflect on the consequences of fast-tracking (overlapping) an activity from a deterministic
point of view.
If we examine the case when a successor activity would start (without fast-tracking) on
day 10 and which is, when overlapped with its predecessor, brought forward by 4 days, the
successor would start now on day 6. Let us assume that the risk of overlapping that successor
with its predecessor is known and is 25%. Then, the average expected start date would be
10×0.25+6×(1-0.25)=7 because the successor has a 25% chance that the activity will start on
the original date of day 10 and a 75% chance the work will progress smoothly from its fasttracked date of day 6. In this particular case, as assumed in previous models, the average
amount of rework would be 1 day, which is the difference between starting on day 6 (a totally
successful overlap) and on day 7 (an average overlap outcome).
However, further analysis reveals that the activity will never start on day 7. It will start
on day 6 75% of the time, and on day 10 25% of the time. If we assume in successive
(optimisation) compression calculations that the activity will start on day 7, we are imposing a
misleading oversimplification, as any non-critical paths with floats below one day will remain
as they are and the potential schedule compression which could be achieved by the activity
starting on day 6 would be prevented.
Hence, contrary to what is widely believed, non-critical activities also need to be
compressed below the target overlap for the critical path (i.e. the overlap achieved if it is
successful, and not just below the “average” rework duration) or they will become compression
bottlenecks. However, even if non-critical activities are overlapped such that they do not inhibit
the successful overlap of critical activities, there is always the chance that they will themselves
be unsuccessful. This means that the higher the number of subcritical paths, the lower the
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potential average compression, as there will be more probability that at least one path will not
be successfully compressed during the fast-tracking implementation.
Currently, there are no analytical solutions for the multi-path case with stochastic
durations and exact compression can only be calculated by computer simulation [46,47].
Therefore, as a partial conclusion, fast-tracking a schedule necessarily involves at least a
minimum consideration of the probabilistic dimension. The proposed model will address this
specific issue.

2.3.Theoretical model
Let’s consider two activities: a predecessor p and a successor s, whose durations are dp
and ds and whose costs are cp and cs respectively. The successor activity’s cost cs can be divided
into two components: the upfront cost csa (which is incurred by simply initiating the successor)
and the time dependent cost csb (which is incurred as long as the activity is ongoing).
The “overlap”, or o, is the number of days (or units of time) during which both activities
are being carried out simultaneously.
In addition, there may be a time lag l between the two activities (an amount of time
after the predecessor finishes and before the successor should start), as well as a slack k (or
float) if the successor is not on the critical path. Both variables l and k are initially located in
between the end of the predecessor and the start of the successor. These have been included
merely for representation purposes, as the model focuses on the overlap o between the
activities, which is irrespective of their precedence relationship (FS, SS, SF, FF).
All these elements are shown in the schematic at the centre of Figure 2. Variable ft
represents the amount of time a successor activity has been brought forward and is the absolute
amount of time the successor starts sooner than planned. Parameters α and β represent the
sensitivity and evolution of the activities, respectively, and will be detailed later.
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ft − k
o
=
dp +l dp +l

ft − k o
=
ds
ds

Figure 2: Fast-tracking risk and impact calculations
With all these elements known, as the successor is brought forward and the activities
start to overlap (i.e. once ft>k), the (average) cost increment (∆cs) related to fast-tracking can
be calculated as follows:

f −k
∆c s = Risk × Impact = t
dp +l

α

f −k
c sa + t
ds

β

c sb

o
=
dp +l

α

o
c sa +
ds

β

c sb

with ∆c s ≤ c s , 0 ≤ α , β ≤ +∞ and 0 ≤ o ≤ MIN ( d s , d p + l )
(1)
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This way of modelling Risk obviously assumes that it increases proportionally to the
overlap (for example, linearly when α=1). When there is no overlap at all, Risk=0%, and it
increases to 100% at the point where the overlap equals the predecessor’s duration dp plus the
lag l. Therefore, parameter α here represents the predecessor’s sensitivity.
The Impact is clearly the proportion of the cost of the successor activity that has been
overlapped (executed before it was originally intended) since that would be the part that would
be repeated (and paid for again) if the overlap was unsuccessful. This component is similar to
the “progress of the downstream activity” or “evolution” incorporated in previous models with
a different approach. Here, the successor “evolution” is represented by a combination of the
parameter β (which models how quickly the time-dependent successor activity cost csb is spent
during execution; linearly for β=1) and csa (the upfront successor activity cost).
Finally, the concepts of “dependency” and “changes uncertainty” are inherently
included in the relationship between Probability and Impact, which in this case is their product.
However, by choosing specific combinations of α and β, homogeneous (for α=1) or
heterogeneous (for α≠1) previous models’ Poisson information exchange processes can also be
incorporated as special cases within the proposed model [26,37,48].
Of particular interest, however, is the case where csa≈0 (i.e. cs≈csb) and α=β=1, as it
could be representative of an average situation for most construction schedules. In construction
projects, most activities consist of the execution of multiple homogeneous units (e.g. m3 of
concrete or excavation, m2 of asphalt pavements, kg of reinforced steel) where the risk increase
by overlapping two activities (modelled by α), at least on average, is expected to be linearly
proportional (α=1) to the number of units that have already been executed in the successor by
the time they start overlapping. Analogously, the successor’s cost evolution (modelled by β) is
also expected to grow linearly (β=1) with the successor’s overlap, as the amount of executed
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units over the activity total should also correspond proportionally to the total cost of the
successor. Therefore, in this situation, expression (1) becomes:
∆c s = Risk × Impact =

cs ⋅ o 2
c ⋅ ( f t − k )2
f −k
ft − k
=
⋅ cs = s
⋅ t
d s (d p + l )
d s (d p + l )
ds
dp +l

(2)
with ∆c s ≤ c s and 0 ≤ o ≤ MIN ( d s , d p + l )

According to this expression, when all other variables are constant, the cost increment
increases proportionally (on average) with the square of the overlap o. This would imply that
a small amount of fast-tracking might have little effect in terms of cost. However, if a
significant project compression is required, it would be better to spread the total overlap and
introduce it in small amounts between many of the activities of the critical path, instead of
having a significant overlap for only a few. Also, irrespective of the α and β values used in
expression (1), activity-to-activity overlap additional costs ∆cs always increase nonlinearly,
even though most previous models have resorted to this simplification in the past.

2.4. The multi-predecessor case and cascade of overlaps
If there is a successor activity s with more than one predecessor pi (i=1,2,…,n
predecessors), even when the end dates of the predecessors differ (due to different slack ki
values), it is well understood that the fast-tracking cost increment (∆cs) for activity s will
increase more rapidly than it would in the single-predecessor case.
In the multi-predecessor case, the Risk term of expression (1) will depend on the
proportional overlap with each predecessor duration (plus the time lag li, if applicable). It is
thus computed based on the probability of occurrence of independent statistical events, i.e.
overall Risk=1-Π(1-Riski), which is in line with some previous advanced models [27,36,38,42].
Other models have, for simplicity, assumed the probabilities can be added [39,49], or have used
the longest average rework duration instead [50], but those simplifications are not correct.
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Concerning the Impact term, it is obvious that the successor activity would only be
repeated once, so the term would be similar to that in expression (1) with the exception that the
proportion of successor activity that might be repeated would correspond to the maximum
overlap (omax) among all the individual overlaps (oi) with each predecessor.
Expression (1) can thus be generalised for the case of n multiple predecessors as:
n

∆c s = overall Risk × Impact = 1 − ∏
i =1

n

= 1− ∏
i =1

oi
1−
d pi + li

αi

f − ki
1− t
d pi + li

o
⋅ c sa + max
ds

αi

f − k min
⋅ c sa + t
ds

β

c sb =

β

c sb

(3)

with ∆c s ≤ c s , 0 ≤ α , β ≤ +∞ , k min = min k i and 0 ≤ omax = max oi ≤ MIN ( d s , d p i + li )

This expression is significant because many fast-tracking optimisation algorithms
(mainly using Genetic Algorithms (e.g. [20,21,51]) have needed to resort to other iterative, or
just mathematically simplified, expressions when considering multiple predecessors.
Expression (3), however, provides the exact explicit expression for dealing with these cases.
Furthermore, expression (3) can be used to model the cascade effect among activities
which are dependent through an intermediate activity (when a successor’s successor overlaps
with the first successor’s predecessor). In these cases, it is only necessary to state a precedence
relationship between the successor’s predecessor and the successor’s successor (with an FS
arrow, for instance), irrespective of the fact that there is another activity in between. This way,
the cascade effect is simply treated as a multi-predecessor case and no other precautions are
needed.

3. Analysis and results
3.1.The boundaries of fast-tracking
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So far we have modelled the cost increment related to fast-tracking an activity, but the
time dimension has been neglected. However, the time dimension is paramount when
understanding the effects and, particularly, the boundaries of fast-tracking. These boundaries
will be explained with reference to the variables depicted in Figure 2.
As noted earlier, the Risk represents the probability of having to repeat an activity after
it has been brought forward an amount of time ft (where ft=o+k when there is some slack k left).
As discussed above, overlapping involves risk, in that the activity brought forward might go
back to its original position should the overlap be unsuccessful.
Now, despite that this approach can be inaccurate when estimating the whole project
duration (see above), let us focus on the “average” expected time that a single activity can be
“effectively” brought forward (hereafter referred to as f). This “effectively achieved overlap f”
can be calculated easily by using a weighted average as follows as in a previous example:

f = k ⋅ Risk + f t (1 − Risk ) = k ⋅ Risk + ( k + o)(1 − Risk ) =
o
= k + o (1 − Risk ) = k + o 1 −
dp +l

α

with f t ≥ k

(4)

Where k is the maximum amount the successor activity will be able to be brought
forward without increasing the risk of rework (i.e. when the time shift is simply taking up the
slack k), and ft the “total” amount of time that the successor activity is being brought forward.
It is interesting to observe that when Risk=100%=1, the successor activity will always have to
be repeated and it will be re-started at ft=k. Therefore, no matter what effort is made by the
Project Manager to bring a successor activity forward, from a probabilistic point of view, the
activity will remain where it was originally planned.
What is important for a Project Manager is to find where expression (4) reaches its
maximum, i.e. to find out the maximum possible value of f. This approach was outlined by
Dehghan et al. [20], but not fully developed from the analytical point of view. The way this
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model has been generated greatly simplifies this task. After taking the derivative of the
expression and observing at which value it equals zero, we have:

f is maximised when

o
1
=
dp +l
1+α

1

α

(5)

For the linear case (α=1), which it has been suggested to capture the average case for
most construction project schedules, f is maximised when: o=(dp+l)/2 or f=k+(dp+l)/4 which
corresponds to a Risk=50%.
This result is interesting since it means that “on average” fast-tracking cannot allow any
successor to overlap its predecessor by more than 25% of the predecessor’s duration. Therefore,
for a given schedule, some activities will be successfully overlapped by 50% whereas others
will have been unsuccessfully overlapped and will remain in their original position. In practical
terms, this implies that it is impossible to shorten any schedule beyond 25% of its total duration,
at least as long as activity “crashing” is not an option.
There have been a few empirical studies reported in the literature that also support this
claim. Eldin [52], for example, examined four case studies and concluded that applying fasttracking could reduce project schedules by up to 25% at best; and Attar et al. [53] found that
fast-tracking practices were able to shorten underground construction projects by an average
of 18%. Therefore, our model results seem to be in line with these two field studies measuring
fast-tracking performance once these construction projects were finished.

3.2.The cost of fast-tracking
Using the effective time f that an activity can be brought forward “on average” (from
expression (4)), we can determine how much money the fast-tracking will cost in terms of
schedule compression “effectively achieved”. This requires two steps: first, to work out the
value of o in expression (4); and second, to use that value of o in expression (1).
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The main problem for the first step is that variable o cannot be expressed explicitly in
expression (4) unless α=1 (the case where there is a linear increase in risk with activity overlap).
For illustration purposes, it will be assumed in this paper that α =1, however, it would be a
relatively easy process to numerically consider the cases where α≠1, allowing a straightforward
implementation of this model in future optimisation algorithms.
When α=1, the value of variable o can be calculated from expression (4) by solving this
2nd-order polynomial:

o2
−o+ f −k =0
dp +l

(6)

whose roots are:
o=

dp +l
2

1± 1−

4( f − k )
dp +l

(7)

Of particular interest is the negative root, since the positive root leads to a larger value
of overlap o which would be more expensive as it would have a higher ∆cs even though it
would eventually achieve the same value of f. With this approach, for any amount we want to
bring forward an activity f on average, we can now calculate the corresponding overlap o which
needs to be reached. As explained above, the second step involves incorporating the negative
root of o from expression (7) in expression (1):
o
o
∆c s = Risk × Impact =
⋅ c sa +
dp +l
ds

β

c sb =

dp +l
1
1 f −k
4( f − k )
1− 1−
=
−
−
⋅ c sa +
2
4 dp +l
2d s
dp +l

β

c sb

(8)
with ∆c s ≤ c s , 0 ≤ β ≤ +∞ , 0 ≤ o ≤ MIN ( d s , d p + l )
and k ≤ f ≤ k + MIN

dp +l
4

,ds
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Expression (8) is also of great interest, as it can be used to obtain a lower bound estimate
of the average cost of fast-tracking a complete schedule (∆c) from the point of no effective
compression (f=0%) to the maximum possible overall average compression (f=25%). In order
to obtain that estimate, we simply need to assume that k=0; β=1; csa=0; csb=cc=the sum of the
critical activities’ costs; and ds=dp+l=dm=the average duration of the critical activities. If f is
now expressed as a per-unit fraction of overall compression (f=0 to 0.25), with these
substitutions, expression (8) is reduced to:
1
1
∆c =
−
−f
2
4

2

cc

with 0 ≤ f ≤

1
4

(9)

By rearranging expression (9), it can also be used to obtain an upper bound for the
schedule compression that can be achieved per unit cost increment:
f =

∆c ∆c
−
cc
cc

1
with 0 ≤ ∆c ≤ cc
4

(10)

Both expression (9) and expression (10) provide simple solutions for obtaining initial
rough estimates. Indeed, for construction projects, the assumptions which underlie these
expressions are quite reasonable. Most construction activities linearly incur cost as they
progress, i.e. β=1, as they are normally executed in units (for example m3 of concrete or
excavation). The risk of overlap is also linearly proportional to the degree of progress of the
predecessor at any given point, i.e. α=1. For example, the risk of starting to assemble an HDPE
pipe is proportional to the amount of sand bed that has already been prepared within the trench.
Finally, many upfront costs (i.e. when csa≠0) are recoverable. An exception to this might be
when expensive equipment is bought and because of an incorrect specification due to evolution
of the predecessor it needs to be repurchased.
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A graph of expression (9) can be found in Figure 3. Also plotted is the equivalent
average overlap o of critical activities required in order to achieve an average effective schedule
compression f.
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Figure 3: Average cost (∆c) of compressing a schedule (right axis) and average overlap (o)
of critical activities (left axis) as a function of the effective compression (f)
It is important to remember that expressions (8) and (9) provide lower and upper
bounds. As stated earlier, the schedule compression eventually achieved will be influenced by
non-critical paths where two possible stochastic outcomes are possible for each activity
(successful overlap and failed overlap). There are also other factors which will be explained
later in the Discussion.

3.3.Case study
For illustration purposes, a case study is considered here despite the aim of this paper
is not to illustrate a refined optimisation algorithm, rather a first algorithmic implementation.
Simple parameter values used (α=β=1, no time lags and csa=0) were chosen to examine activity
duration variability versus previous model approaches resorting to deterministic average
“rework” duration extensions. Concerning activity relationships, for the sake of simplicity only
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finish to start (FS) relationships have been adopted. However, other non-FS logical
relationships (e.g. SS, SF and FF) could also very easily have been implemented, as Lu and
Lam proved in 2009 [54] that all non-FS precedence types can be reformulated as a FS
relationship. Additionally and quite recently, Ballesteros-Pérez [55, figure 2] provided further
graphical evidence about the feasibility of these transformations with and without activity lags.
The case study consists of a fictitious project with 12 activities whose precedence
network is shown at the top of Figure 4. The duration, cost and slack for each activity are shown
directly below each node (activity).
Critical activities have been highlighted in a dark grey colour in the schematic and their
data are highlighted in the corresponding rows in the table below. The complete project
duration initially equals 100 (days or other time units) and the cost is 1000 (money units).
Before any overlap, there are two critical paths: 1-2-5-8-11-12 and 1-3-6-8-11-12.
When fast-tracking this case study with a manual approach, the objective will be to
shorten the project schedule as much as possible by adjusting the overlaps between activities.
For the ease of calculation, the first three blocks of the table in Figure 4 summarise the
information from the network schematic. The fourth block represents the minimum and
maximum amount that each activity can be overlapped with its predecessor(s). The last block
summarises the optimum solution (the one which maximises the overall schedule
compression).
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Figure 4: Case study and solution for maximum schedule compression.
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Initial Project Cost =

1000

Overlap
o min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

limits
o max
5.00
5.00
5.00
12.50
12.50
7.36
8.33
12.50
10.00
5.75
5.00

Average compression actually achieved
(average from project duration simulations)

Initial values
Predecessors (p i ) Predecessor durations
Activity ID
(sucessor, s ) Dur. (d s ) Cost (c ) Slack (k ) (FS relationips)
(d pi )
1
10
50
0
2
25
50
0
1
10
10
3
25
100
0
1
4
20
50
5
1
10
5
25
100
0
2
25
6
25
100
0
3
25
25
20
7
20
50
5
3,4
8
25
100
0
5,6
25
25
9
20
50
5
6
25
10
25
100
5
7
20
11
10
100
0
8,9,10
25
20
25
12
5
150
0
11
25

13.71
13.71%

Fast tracking cost =

(Deterministic) schedule compression
min(f 2 +f 5 , f 3 +f 6 ) + f 8 + f 11 + f 12

173.80

18.88
18.88%

0.00

Activ. overlaps (o ) Activ. overlaps cost Overlap Risk Effective overlap
(Solution)
(Δc s ) expression (3) expression (3) (f ) expression (4)
5.00
5.00
0.50
2.50
10.00
0.50
2.50
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.25
12.50
25.00
0.50
12.50
25.00
0.50
6.25
7.46
0.48
3.22
6.20
8.33
18.52
0.56
3.70
3.33
1.11
0.13
2.89
9.63
18.53
0.48
4.99
5.75
33.17
0.58
2.43
30.00
5.00
0.20
4.00

Strictly speaking, it should not be necessary to set a maximum overlap (omax) for each
activity, as in theory, any optimisation algorithm should be able to identify the optimum
overlap without this information. However, as a general rule, optimisation algorithms work
better with narrower variable boundaries. Therefore, instead of simply limiting omax to the
minimum of dp and ds, omax was taken to be:
•

For activities with a single predecessor: the minimum of dp/2 and ds (see expression (5)).

•

For activities with multiple predecessors (i.e. 7, 8 and 11): the value of o that maximised f
(last column in the table) for values of o between 0 and the minimum dp, where o≤ds.
Using previous methods which model the amount of rework for each activity

overlapped as an additional duration extension to that activity, this problem would have been
very easy to solve. The procedure would have been as follows: overlap all the critical activities
by their respective omax values and then overlap the activities which have become critical along
the process so that the overlaps of those now critical paths are equal to the overlap of those
initially critical activities minus the total rework. However, this is not actually the optimum
solution when each activity has two possible outcomes, namely: successful overlap (where the
probability of remaining overlapped is 1 minus the probability stated in the column “Overlap
Risk”), or unsuccessful overlap where the activity returns to its original position (where the
probability equals the “Overlap Risk”).
For the stochastic case (the solution of which is in the column “Activity overlaps (o)
(Solution)”), the maximum compression is achieved by compressing the critical activities to
the maximum (i.e. o=omax), whereas the initially non-critical activities that have later become
critical are compressed by a minimum to allow the originally critical activities to become
critical again. This means overlapping the emerging critical paths to a point at which their
overall duration equals the current duration of the original critical path after having been
compressed to its maximum extent. Let us illustrate this with our case study example. For
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maximising schedule compression, all the critical activity overlaps are initially set to omax.
Then:
•

Activity 4 has a slack of 5 days. This activity should not block the successful overlap of
activity 3 which has also been overlapped by exactly 5 days. Therefore no compression is
necessary in this case, and the cost due to overlap remains at zero.

•

Activity 9 has a slack of 5 days, but in this case, activity 8 has been overlapped by 8.33
days. According to previous models, activity 8 has “effectively” been overlapped by 3.70
days (see the final column of the table). Therefore, in a deterministic case, activity 9 would
not need to be overlapped as it would still have a remaining slack of 1.30 days. However,
this is incorrect and activity 9 in fact needs to be overlapped by 3.33 days with its
predecessor activity 6 as that is the only way it will not block activity 8’s successful
overlap. But it should not be overlapped any more, or the probability of having an
unsuccessful overlap (bounce back) with activity 6 will increase and the average project
duration will again be higher.

•

Activities 7 and 10 also have a slack of 5 days, which is shared between the two. Their
overlaps need to equal the overlaps of activities 6 and 8 minus the slack they had initially,
i.e. they need a total overlap of 12.50+8.33-5=15.83. But how do we split this between the
two activities? The aim is to find a pair of overlaps for activities 7 and 10 with the same
risk value. This can be done either mathematically or numerically. The results shown in
the table correspond to a Risk of 0.48 as can be seen in the last but one column. This
optimum pair of overlaps (o7=6.20 and o10=9.63) minimises the overall risk of overlap
failure, which ensures the critical path is compressed to its maximum possible value.
In order to obtain an average schedule compression, the set of overlap values shown in

the column “Solution” were simulated 10,000 times. In these simulations, the activities were
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sometimes successfully overlapped and sometimes not. The average compression for the total
schedule from the project simulations was 13.71% as shown at the bottom centre in Figure 4.
However, if we had computed the effective overlaps for the critical path activities using
a deterministic approach (shown at the bottom right corner), the results would have indicated
that the actual compression achievable would have been 18.88%. The difference is quite
significant (around 30%), even for such a simple project as this.
This problem was also solved by means of a Genetic Algorithm similar to the most
recent GAs implemented in previous research (e.g. [20,21,51]). GAs are usually a good option
for non-smooth optimisation problems, where they usually reach good (though frequently not
optimal) solutions. Several mutation and crossover rates were tested and each time the
objective function (the average project compression) was evaluated, 10,000 schedule
simulations were carried out and the results averaged. The best solution identified allowed for
a schedule compression of up to 14.67% (less than a 1% difference from the manually-obtained
solution of 13.71%), but still underperforming the manual solution.
It is clear from all the models that the maximum schedule compression of 25% is not
possible, which is mostly due to the stochastic variability of the activity overlaps. Additional
reasons why the 25% was not achieved will be presented in the Discussion.
Finally, it is worth noting that the model could easily have been adapted to find the
optimum set of overlaps to minimise the overall project cost for the case where, for example,
there is a pay reward for each day the schedule is shortened. However, in this case, a manual
approach would no longer have been possible, and that was not the aim of this paper.

4. Discussion
Project fast-tracking is increasingly being applied in the construction industry, as there
is an increased demand for the expedient delivery of construction projects [53]. Common
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examples of fast-tracking involve overlapping the traditionally sequential design and
construction phases. More acute implementations involve overlapping construction activities
and other work packages too.
Most construction works (e.g. buildings, bridges, highways, power plants, dams)
include many activities. These can be considered unique endeavours and, most of the time,
require an intensive coordination between large numbers of activities and resources.
Unsuccessful coordination will eventually lead to project cost and/or time overruns. This is
another reason why construction projects with short lead times have resorted to fast-tracking
and concurrent engineering practices [56].
However, it has been established above that it is unlikely that fast-tracking will achieve
a project compression beyond 25% of the original project duration. This conclusion is based
on the assumption that Risk increases linearly (α=1 in expressions (2), and (6) to (10)) with the
overlap of a successor and its predecessor. This seems a reasonable argument for most
construction projects as was explained before introducing expression (2) and seems to be
aligned with empirical results (e.g. [52,53]). However, if the risk increased by a power other
than unity, the maximum compression achievable would have been different to 25%. However,
it is clear from expression (5), where f is mostly governed by α, that f is not particularly
sensitive to small variations in α (25% above or below).
It is also worth highlighting that an approximate maximum compression of 25% might
be achievable in a situation where a project has activities with similar durations (less than a
50% difference in duration between successors and their respective predecessors). When this
is not the case, for example when there are interspersed activities which are significantly shorter
than others, each activity can only be overlapped with its predecessor(s) by a maximum of its
own duration and the successor can only overlap with a shorter activity by half of the duration
of the shorter activity. In other words, when there are some critical activities which are
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significantly shorter than other critical activities, schedule compression is drastically reduced.
There are, however, other reasons why a compression of 25% is difficult to achieve:
•

The first activity in a schedule cannot be fast-tracked since it does not have a predecessor,
hence its duration cannot be compressed (unless it is crashed; despite this is a
complementary but totally different compression technique). However, this restriction is
only relevant to projects with a small number of activities and/or where the first activity is
significantly longer than the rest of activities.

•

When activity durations are uncertain and/or variable, it is difficult to anticipate in advance
to what degree two activities can be overlapped. As a consequence, if they are overlapped
too much there is a greater risk of rework (and thus schedule delay), and if they are
insufficiently overlapped, an optimum compression of 25% will not be achieved.

•

The nodes at which several activities converge generally limit the amount of overlap, as
seen in expression (3); again this reduces overall compression to below 25%.

•

Finally, as it has been shown in the case study, the higher the number of critical and noncritical paths, the lower the maximum average overall compression which can be achieved.
With all of these limitations, it is to be expected that in real project settings, maximum

schedule compressions will generally remain between 10% and 20% as some field studies
[52,53] seemed to confirm. However, the upside is that with these lower rates of compression,
the additional costs due to fast-tracking (∆c) will also be limited (in the case study, they
remained at 17%).

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a new model of project fast-tracking. The way this model is stated
has several advantages, namely it can be used for explicitly estimating the costs due to activity
overlaps and it reduces the subjectivity of the input information compared to previous models.
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Also, the proposed model includes previous models as special cases, as employs similar
constructs (but with different parametrisation) for variable attributes such as activity
sensitivity, evolution, dependency, etc. An additional advantage is that the multi-predecessor
case can be easily accommodated by the model for any number of predecessor activities, and
the cascade effect can also be modelled as an instance of the multi-predecessor case.
The findings of the analysis indicate that on average, it is very difficult for any schedule
to be fast-tracked with a shortening in excess of 25% of the original project duration. A number
of factors that might prevent this maximum compression threshold from being achieved have
also been discussed.
The activity-to-activity overlap cost has been analysed for the case where the risk grows
linearly with the overlap. This case has been extrapolated to an average schedule and it was
shown that the maximum average costs arising from fast-tracking will not generally exceed
25% of the overall cost of the critical activities.
A case study of fast-tracking a project schedule was examined through manual
calculations using the mathematical expressions developed and Genetic Algorithms. This case
study has highlighted that unless Monte Carlo simulations are employed, the actual average
schedule compression due to fast-tracking will be significantly overestimated. This assumption
has been a common simplification in almost all previous models, as without exception, they
have treated the effects of activity overlapping as a duration increase due to rework.
The model presented still has some limitations. For example, the model does not
simultaneously handle activity crashing and fast-tracking, which could be advantageous for
practical purposes. Also, real-life construction projects include far more activities and logical
precedence relationship types (other than finish to start, FS) than the presented simplified
project network. Other logical (non-FS) relationships can be easily converted to FS, as justified
earlier, but a higher number of activities will remain a challenge for future algorithms, as the
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complexity of the optimisation problem increases, not only with the number of activities, but
also with the number of precedence relationships among them.
Hence, for future real project implementations, researchers will still need to develop
refined optimisation algorithms that outperform the Genetic Algorithm proposed here.
However, the mathematical expressions behind the evaluation of the objective function – the
real contribution of this paper – will remain approximately the same. Most of these expressions
have been made explicit and this will allow future algorithms to evaluate more efficiently what
many previous models have had to evaluate iteratively. Finally, future implementations will
need to be generalised for accommodating resource-constrained schedules, which, also due to
their higher complexity, have not been considered here.
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